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1. GASPING FOR AIR: While swimming the
100 breaststroke, Kade Vetter (9) comes up to
catch a breath while at the inter team meet
Aug. 23. Swim coaches use this meet to gain
an overview of the team’s strengths. (photo by z.
weller) 2. ARGUABLY THE BEST: At the activities
fair Sept. 4, Hale Masaki (12) and Cassie
Beisheim (11) encourage students to join
debate. “My favorite part is seeing people who
hesitate in front of our table [join] our email list
after talking to [a team member],” Masaki said.
“Speech and debate helps people find their
voice.” (photo by c. englander) 3. BABY YOU’RE A
FIREWORK: Watching surprise fireworks go off
in the distance, Shania Arnold (9) cheers on
the football team against Parkway Central
Sept. 14. “[The fireworks] drew attention to the
scoreboard, showing that we won,” Arnold
said. “It was a fun moment that everyone was
enjoying.” (photo by a. yearout)
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8. IN STEP: Working in the multipurpose
room, Si Tong He (11), Chastity
Jones (9) and Sydney Patterson (9)
practice their dance for step team Sept.
17. “I thought it was just a club where
you learn how to step and be goofy with
your friends,” Patterson said. “[But] in
Step, it’s not only a team, it’s a family.”
(photo by z. weller) 9. GOTTA DO THE
WORK: During her Intro to Journalism
class, Lauren Becker (10) completes
her assignment about Constitution Day.
Students learned about the importance
of their First Amendment rights to
celebrate the occasion. (photo by a.
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4. WE HAVE SPIRIT, HOW ’BOUT YOU: At the
Webster Groves game, Grant Powell (12)
cheers the football team on to victory Aug. 31.
The dress up theme for the student section was
black out. (photo by a. yearout) 5. READY FOR A
GRAPE YEAR: During orientation, Demi
Rosenthal (9) and her classmates go on a tour
of the school building Aug. 13. Link leaders
dressed up their groups as various themes, like
grapes on a vine, to help identify different
groups during the tour. (photo by r. hauser) 6. THE
FUTURE IS NOW: In the newly renovated
engineering room, Ari Horwitz (10) works with
Hannah Behr on his robotic project for principles
of engineering Oct. 5. Students complete this
project to demonstrate their understanding of
coding. (photo by z. weller) 7. GOTTA CATCH ’EM
ALL: At the homecoming pep rally, Caroline
Powell (10) and Lauren Pesce (10) compete on
behalf of the sophomore class in a game of
hungry hungry hippos Oct. 5. “[The game] was
a lot harder than I thought it would be, [but] it
was a lot of fun,” Powell said. “The energy in the
room was so exciting with everyone in the room
cheering for their grade to win.” (photo by a. hoefer)
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1201 South Warson Road
Saint Louis, Mo 63124
www.lhwhs.ladueschools.net
Phone: 314.993.6447
Principal: Brad Griffith
Faculty: 170
Freshmen: 345
Sophomores: 324
Juniors: 293
Seniors: 345
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1. Lunchroom and multipurpose room. (photo by e. ewell)
2. Broadcast technology studio. (photo by a. yearout)
3. Student entrance. (photo by z. weller) 4. Greenhouse.
(photo by a. yearout) 5. Library (photo by a. yearout) 6. Grand
staircase by student entrance. (photo by e. ewell)
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on a phone, tablet, etc.
2. Create an account, then
follow @Laduepublications
3. Click the blue frame
button at the bottom of the
app and hold your phone over
the picture or cutout.
4. Watch the photo come to life!
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LADUE BLEEDS BLUE: Following the second touchdown of the night
by Ladue, Hope Shimony (12) cheers on her team at the football
game against Clayton, Sept. 21. “We have such an ongoing, intense
rivalry with Clayton that we needed to show them that we are better
than them at every single game,” Shimony said. “The blue powder
was just another way to show we are all about Ladue. We don’t care
if we are covered head to toe in blue powder, we will do anything to
show our school spirit.” (photo by z. weller)
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TEARS OF JOY: Following the reveal of Ladue’s Dance Marathon
fundraising total of $73,218.06 for the Children’s Miracle Network
Feb. 2, Alice Birchfield (12) and Meghan Huber (12) burst into tears for
exceeding their goal of $70,000. “I was initially scared because I had
no idea if we were going to make it,” Birchfield said. “As the numbers
were lifted up, my heart pounded so hard each time. When the number
7 went up I just remember grabbing Meghan and bursting into tears
because I was so overcome with emotion.” (photo by c. alisio)
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5. SNOW MUCH FUN: In the multipurpose room,
students take videos of Dylann Metheney (11) as
she raps at the Snow Ball, Jan. 26. Tickets from the
dance raised money for various charities chosen by
UNICEF, Ladue Amnesty International, Red Cross
and Club Neuro. (photo by z. weller) 6. PUMPED UP
FISTS: Cheering for Ladue, Devon Bierman (10) sits
with the boys’ swim team at Blue and White Night
Oct. 3. Blue and White night is an annual
celebration of fall sports teams at Ladue that is held
during homecoming spirit week. (photo by j. ganzer)
7. WOOD ARE YOU MAKING: Working together,
Jessica Sotolar (12) and Ravon Brown (11) cut
mortises on their table columns Nov. 29.
Woodworking is a practical arts class taught by
Steve Schmitt. (photo by l. ritter)
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1. FRESHMEN FIVES: Giving their partner a high five,
Noelle Malone (9) and Samuel Ritter (9) participate
in the first activity of freshman orientation Aug. 13.
“I didn’t expect to walk around the school [at
orientation]” Ritter said. (photo by r. hauser) 2. WHAT
AN HONOR: At the language honor society
induction Oct. 11, Teo Kefalov (10) receives a
certificate signifying his membership. “Being
inducted into German Honor Society was a great
way for me to learn German while also having fun
and spending time with my friends,” Kefalov said.
(photo by a. yearout) 3. TEAM CHEMISTRY: During their
8th hour chemistry class taught by Alicia Manders,
Hugh Chan (10), Pema Childs (10), Melody
Zhang (10) and Grant Garland (10) work on a lab
together Oct. 30. “My favorite part about chemistry
is how chill the environment is and getting to
conduct our own labs,” Childs said. (photo by s. fischer)
4. TUFF ENUFF FOR POWDER PUFF: Working to pull
the flag off of Mariah Standifer (11), Kiara
Crawford (12) participates in powder puff, Dec. 7.
“I enjoyed powder puff this year because it was our
year of redemption after losing last year,” Crawford
said. “When [the seniors] won, I was ecstatic
because I knew we could do it.” (photo by m. ward)
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8. SINGING FROM THE SOUL: In the black box, Bronte King-Levine (9) sings
with Viva Voce at their winter concert Dec. 2. “Singing a capella with these
girls is so enjoyable and relaxing,” King-Levine said. “We all love each other
and connect, both on stage and off.” (photo by j. ganzer) 9. POT OF GOLD:
Working on details for their pots, Riley Obertino (10) and Caroline
Bernstein (10) complete their projects for ceramics Sept. 27. Ceramics is a
fine arts class taught by Jonathan Robbins that is offered to all grade levels.
(photo by n. kalishman) 10. ACTING IN ACTION: Performing the one act “Check,
Please”, Genevieve Stockmann (10) and Zackary Schwadron (11)
complete their final for acting I, Dec. 14. “The one act we did was fun
because we got to do lights and costumes, so it felt like really acting,”
Stockmann said. (photo by a. hoefer) 11. WATCH OUT: In the midst of throwing
snow at each other, Luke Page (12) and Thomas Bliss (12) enjoy their
snow day Nov. 15. (photo by z. weller) 12. DANCING QUEEN: During the
homecoming dance, Oct. 6, Alexandra Early (9) dances with friends in the
multipurpose room. “I didn’t expect the dance to be as nice as it was,” Early
said. (photo by z. weller)
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EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS: Embracing each other, Claire
Rowe (12) and Brock Jones (11) celebrate the 48-11 win over
MICDS at the football state championship game, Nov. 30. “It was
such a positive energy and you could definitely feel that in the
moment,” Rowe said. “The football team worked really hard all
season long and they deserved it. Beating our down the street rival
was definitely a plus.” (photo by z. weller)
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